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Abstract

Non-interference has been advocated by various authors as a uniform framework
for the formal specification of security properties in cryptographic protocols. Un-
fortunately, specifications based on non-interference are often non-effective, as
they require protocol analyses in the presence ofall possible intruders.

This paper develops new characterizations of non-interference that rely on a
finitary representation of intruders. These characterizations draw on equivalence
relations built on top of labelled transition systems in which the presence of in-
truders is accounted for, indirectly, in terms of their (the intruders’) knowledge of
the protocols’ initial data. The new characterizations apply uniformly to trace and
bisimulation non-interference, yielding proof techniques for the analysis of vari-
ous security properties. We demonstrate the effectiveness of such techniques in the
analysis of different properties of a fair exchange protocol.

1 Introduction

Non-interference has been advocated by various authors [1, 14, 15] as a powerful
method for the analysis of cryptographic protocols. In [14, 16], Focardiet al. pro-
pose a general schema for specifying security properties with a uniform and concise
definition. The approach draws on earlier work by the same authors on characterizing
information-flow security in terms of Non-Interference.

Informally, the idea is that a system is secure if what a low-level user sees of the
system does not change when the system is composed with any high-level component.
In [13] these ideas are formalized in the the Security Process Algebra (SPA, for short),
a variant of CCS in which the set of actions is partitioned into two sets:L, for low, and

∗This work has been partially supported by the MIUR project “Modelli formali per la sicurezza
(MEFISTO)” and the EU project IST-2001-32617 “Models and types for security in mobile distributed sys-
tems (MyThS)”.
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H for high. In this context, a Non-Interference propertyNI for a processP is expressed
as follows:

P∈ NI if (P||Π)\H ≈NI P\H, ∀Π ∈ PH (1)

HerePH is the class of high-level processes (i.e., built around actions inH), ≈NI is an
observation equivalence (parametric in the propertyNI), while || and\ denote parallel
composition and restriction. The processesP\H and(P||Π)\H represent the low-level
views ofPand ofP||Π, respectively, and property (1) above formalize the intuition that:
“If no high-level process can change the low behavior of the system, then no flow of
information from high to low is possible”.

In [14] Non-Interference is employed to provide a general definition of security
properties for cryptographic protocols described as terms of CryptoSPA, a process al-
gebra that extends SPA with cryptographic primitives. Here the idea is to view the
participants in a protocol as low-level processes, and to represent the possible exter-
nal attackers as high-level processes. Then, Non-Interference implies that the attackers
have no way to change the low (honest) behavior of the protocol.

There are two aspects of this idea that need to be addressed to formalize it in full.
First, the intruder should be assumed to have complete control over the public compo-
nents of the network. Consequently, any step in a protocol involving a public channel
should be classified as a high-level action. However, since a protocol specification is
determined by the exchange of messages over public channels, a characterization like
(1) becomes trivial, as(P||Π)\H andP\H are simply the null processes. In [14] this is
rectified by extending the CryptoSPA specification of a protocol with low-level actions
associated with certain steps in the protocol execution, and by formulating the desired
security property in terms of the observation of those actions.

A further problem in applying Non-Interference to protocol analysis arises from the
need to formalize the import of the cryptographic primitives in protecting the protocol
participants from the intruders (dually, this corresponds to formalizing the power of
the intruders). In [14] this is achieved by making the definition of Non-Interferen-
ce dependent (i) on the initial data in control of the attacker, and (ii) on an inference
system which expresses the ability of the attacked to compute new data. Typically, the
initial data include the attacker’s private keys, as well as any piece of publicly available
information, such as names of entities and public keys. Given the initial data, the
power of the attacker is completely characterized by its ability to compute new data
(messages and keys) by means of the rules of the inference system. If we denote the
initial knowledge withφ, we can reformulate property (1) for a protocolP as follows:

P∈ NI if (P||Π)\H ≈NI P\H, ∀Π ∈ P φ
H (2)

whereP φ
H is the set of the high-level processesΠ which can perform only actions using

the public channel names and whose messages (those syntactically appearing inΠ) can
be deduced fromφ. The termP\H represents the secure specification of the protocol
P running in isolation on perfectly secure channels: the visible behaviour ofP is given
by the low actions included in the specification to characterize the security property of
interest. IfP\H is equivalent to(P||Π)\H then we have a guarantee thatΠ is not able
to modify in any way the observable execution ofP, i.e., the security property holds.
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This framework is very general, and lends itself to the characterization of vari-
ous security properties, obtained by integrating the protocol specification with suitable
low-level actions and instantiating the equivalence≈NI in the schema above. Instead,
this framework is less effective as a proof method, due to the universal quantification
over all the possible intrudersΠ in the classP φ

H . In [14], the problem is circumvented
by analyzing the protocol in presence of the “hardest attacker”. However, this charac-
terization is proved correct only for the class of relationships≈NI that are behavioral
preorders on processes. In particular, the proof method is not applicable for equiva-
lences based on bisimulation.

In this paper we partially rectify the problem by developing a technique which does
not require us to exhibit an explicit attacker (nor, in particular, it requires the existence
of a hardest attacker). Our approach draws on ideas from [6] to represent the attacker
indirectly, in terms of a context-sensitive labelled transition system. In our approach,
the labelled transitions take the form

φ.P
a−→ φ′ .P′

whereφ represents the context’s knowledge prior to the transition, andφ′ is the new
knowledge resulting fromP performing the actiona. Building on this labelled transi-
tion system, we provide quantification-free characterizations for different instantiations
of (2), specifically when≈NI is instantiated to trace equivalence, and to weak bisimu-
lation. This allows us to apply our technique to the analysis of safety properties, e.g.,
secrecy, authentication and integrity, as well as failure sensitive properties such as fair-
ness and non-repudiation. We demonstrate the latter with a protocol offair exchange:
In particular, we apply our method to the ASW contract signing protocol [2], whose
applications include home banking and electronic commerce.

Plan of the paper Section 2 gives a brief review of the process calculus CryptoSPA.
Section 3 introduces context-sensitive labelled transition systems. Section 4 gives char-
acterizations for various security properties. Section 5 develops our case study and and
Section 6 draws some conclusions.

A preliminary version of this paper appeared in [9].

2 The Calculus CryptoSPA

TheCryptographic Security Process Algebra(CryptoSPA, for short) [16] is an exten-
sion of SPA [13] with cryptographic primitives and constructs for value passing. This
section provides a brief overview of the syntax and semantics of the calculus, based on
[16], to which we refer the interested reader for full details.

We presuppose a setConstof constants, ranged over by capital lettersA,B, . . .,
and a setC of channels, partitioned into two setsH andL of high and low channels,
respectively. Asort function Msg maps every channel into the set of messages that
can legally be transmitted over that channel. We leta,b,c, . . . anda,b,c, . . . range over
input and output channels, respectively, and assumeMsg(c) = Msg(c) for all c∈ C .
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Messages, ranged over bym, form a setM built around two further setsM, of basic
messages andK of encryption keys, and closed under pairing(m,m′) and encryption
{m}k. We also presuppose a function·−1 : K −→K such that(k−1)−1 = k, for all k∈K.

The syntax of CryptoSPAterms(or processes) is defined as the following extension
of value-passing CCS:

P ::= 0 | c(x).P | cm.P | τ.P | P+P | P||P | P\C | P[ f ] |

| A(m1, ...,mn) | [m= m′]P;P | [〈m1...mn〉 `rule x]P;P

Bothc(x).P and[〈m1...mn〉 `rule x]P;P′ bind the variablex in P. Constants are defined

by equations of the formA(x1, ...,xn)
de f
= P, whereP is a process that may contain no

free variables exceptx1, . . . ,xn, which must be pairwise distinct. We writec.P andc.P
in place ofc(x).P andcm.P, respectively, whenever the messages exchanged onc is
irrelevant.

The reading of most of the constructs is standard.0 is the empty process, which
does nothing;c(x).P waits for inputm on channelc, and then behaves asP[m/x] (i.e.,
P with all the free occurrences ofx substituted bym); cm.P outputsmon channelc and
continues asP; τ.P performs the internal actionτ and continues asP; P1+P2 represents
the nondeterministic choice betweenP1 andP2; P1||P2 is parallel composition, where
the executions ofP1 andP2 are interleaved, possibly synchronized on complementary
input/output actions, producing an internal actionτ; P\C behaves like processP but
the restriction\C makesP’s exchanges over the channels inC invisible to the context;
P[ f ] is like P with every channelc relabelled intof (c); A(m1, ...,mn) behaves like
its defining process with the variablesx1, · · · ,xn substituted with messagesm1, · · · ,mn;
[m= m′]P1;P2 behaves likeP1 if m= m′ and lieP2 otherwise; finally,[〈m1...mn〉 `rule

x]P1;P2 behaves likeP1[z/x] for all z derivable from the set of messagesm1...mn by an
application of rulè rule; If no suchz exists, it behaves likeP2.

To ease the notation, we write[m= m′]P1 and[〈m1...mn〉 `rule x]P1 instead of[m=
m′]P1;0 and[〈m1...mn〉 `rule x]P1;0, respectively. We denoteP the set of all CryptoSPA
processes and byPH the set of all high-level processes, i.e., those constructed only
using actions inH ∪{τ}.

The operational semantics of CryptoSPA is defined in terms of labelled transitions
of the formP

a−→ P′ whereP andP′ are processes anda is an action in the setAct=
L ∪{τ}. Hereτ is the internal, (invisible, or silent) action, whileL is the set of visible
actions defined asL = {c(m) | m∈ Msg(c)}∪{cm | m∈ Msg(c)}. We presuppose a
functionchan(a) which returnsc if a is eitherc(m) or cmand the special channelvoid
whena = τ. By an abuse of notation, we writec(m),cm∈ H wheneverc,c∈ H, and
similarly for L. Also, we often abbreviatec(m) andcm to c andc, respectively, when
m can safely be disregarded.

The labelled transition system is defined in Figure 2. Most of the transitions are
standard, and formalize the intuitive semantics of the process constructs discussed
above. The two rules(`i) connect the labelled transition system with the inference
system in Fig. 1. As we mentioned in the Introduction, the inference system mod-
els the ability of the attacker to compute new information from its initial knowledge.
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In particular, the system in Fig. 1, implements the so called “perfect cryptography”
assumption, whereby an intruder may encrypt and decrypt messages, but only using
cryptographic keys in control of the intruder itself. As a consequence, as in [14, 16],
we disregard cryptographic attacks, based on the ability to guess, or break, secret keys.
We say thatm is deduciblefrom a set of messagesφ (and writeφ ` m) if m can be
obtained fromφ by applying the inference rules in Fig. 1.

m m′
(`pair)

(m,m′)

(m,m′)
(` f st)

m

(m,m′)
(`snd)

m′

m k
(`enc)

{m}k

{m}k k−1

(`dec)
m

Figure 1: Inference system for messages:m,m′ ∈ M andk,k−1 ∈ K

We complement the definition of the semantics with corresponding notions ofob-
servation equivalence, used to establish equalities among processes and based on the
idea that two systems have the same semantics if and only if they cannot be distin-
guished by an external observer. The equivalences that are relevant to the present dis-
cussion aretrace equivalence, denoted by', andweak bisimulation, denoted by≈.
We recall them below.

Let us first introduce the following auxiliary notations. We denote byP
a=⇒ P′ the

sequence of transitionsP( τ−→)∗P1
a−→ P2(

τ−→)∗P′. Moreover, letγ = a1 . . .an ∈ L∗

be a sequence of (non silent) actions; we writeP
γ

=⇒P′ if there areP1,P2, . . . ,Pn−1∈ P
such thatP

a1=⇒ P1
a2=⇒ . . .

an−1=⇒ Pn−1
an=⇒ P′. The notationP

â=⇒ P′ stands forP
a=⇒ P′

if a ∈ L and forP ( τ−→)∗ P′ if a = τ (note that
τ=⇒ requires at least oneτ labelled

transition while
τ̂=⇒ means zero or moreτ labelled transitions).

The relation oftrace equivalence[11] equates two processes if they have the same
sets of traces, disregarding theτ actions.

Definition 2.1 (Trace Equivalence).

• T(P) = {γ ∈ L∗ | ∃P′ : P
γ

=⇒ P′} is the set oftracesassociated with processP.

• Two processesP,Q∈ P aretrace equivalent, notedP'Q, if T(P) = T(Q).

Theweak bisimulationrelation [20] equates two processes if they are able to mu-
tually simulate each other’s behavior step by step (moduloτ transitions).

Definition 2.2 (Weak Bisimilarity). A binary relationR ⊆ P ×P over processes is a
weak bisimulationif (P,Q) ∈ R implies, for alla∈ Act,
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m∈Msg(c)
(input)

c(x).P
c(m)−→ P[m/x]

m∈Msg(c)
(output)

cm.P
c(m)−→ P

(tau)
τ.P τ−→ P

P
c(m)−→ P′ Q

c(m)−→Q′

(synch)
P||Q τ−→ P′||Q′, Q||P τ−→Q′||P′

P
a−→ P′

(+)
P+Q

a−→ P′, Q+P
a−→ P′

P
a−→ P′

(||)
P||Q a−→ P′||Q, Q||P a−→Q||P′

P2
a−→ P′2 m 6= m′

(6=)
[m= m′]P1;P2

a−→ P′2

P1
a−→ P′1

(=)
[m= m]P1;P2

a−→ P′1

P
a−→ P′

([ f ])
P[ f ]

f (a)−→ P′[ f ]

P
a−→ P′ chan(a) 6∈C

(\C)
P\C

a−→ P′ \C

P[m1/x1, . . . ,mn/xn]
a−→ P′ A(x1, . . . ,xn)

de f
= P

(constant)
A(m1, . . . ,mn)

a−→ P′

m1, . . . ,mn `rule m P1[m/x] a−→ P′1
(`1)

[〈m1, . . . ,mn〉 `rule x]P1;P2
a−→ P′1

6 ∃m : m1, . . . ,mn `rule m P2
a−→ P′2

(`2)
[〈m1, . . . ,mn〉 `rule x]P1;P2

a−→ P′2

Figure 2: The operational rules for CryptoSPA

• if P
a−→ P′, then there existsQ′ such thatQ

â=⇒Q′ and(P′,Q′) ∈ R ;

• if Q
a−→Q′, then there existsP′ such thatP

â=⇒ P′ and(P′,Q′) ∈ R .

Two processesP,Q∈ P areweakly bisimilar, denoted byP≈Q, if there exists a weak
bisimulationR containing the pair(P,Q). Weak bisimilarity, noted≈, is the largest
weak bisimulation (and it is an equivalence relation).

Trace equivalence is less demanding than weak bisimulation, hence if two processes
are weak bisimilar, then they are also trace equivalent.

In the next section, we introduce coarser versions of these equivalences, denoted
by'φ and≈φ, which distinguish processes in contexts with initial knowledgeφ.
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P
cm−→ P′ cm∈ H

(output)
φ B P

cm−→ φ∪{m}B P′

P
c(m)−→ P′ φ `m c(m) ∈ H

(input)
φ B P

c(m)−→ φ B P′

P
τ−→ P′

(tau)
φ B P

τ−→ φ B P′

P
a−→ P′ a∈ L

(low)
φ B P

a−→ φ B P′

Figure 3: Labelled transitions for configurations

3 Context-Sensitive Equivalences

Following [6], we characterize the behavior of processes in terms of a refined version
of labelled transitions where each process transition depends on the knowledge of the
context. To motivate, consider a processP that produces and sends a message{m}k

reaching the stateP′, and assume thatm andk are known toP but not to the context.
Under these hypotheses, the context will never be able to reply the messagem to P′ or
its continuation, unless, of course, they sendm in clear. Hence, ifP′ waits for further
input, we can safely leave any input transition involvingm out of the LTS, as theP′

will never receivem from the context.

The states of the new labelled transition system areconfigurationsφ B P, where
P is a process andφ is the current knowledge of the context, represented as a set of
messages. The transitions represent the possible interactions between the process and
the context and now take the formφ B P

a−→ φ′ B P′, expressing the fact that the
processP running in a context with a knowledgeφ may execute an actiona reaching a
processP′ andφ′ is the new knowledge at disposal to the context for further interactions
with P′.

The transitions between configurations, in Fig. 3, are defined rather directly from
the corresponding transitions between processes. They formalize the intuitions we
gave earlier on how to represent the possible interactions between the process and
an attacker with knowledgeφ. Specifically, in rule (output), the process performs a
high-level output while the context performs an input; correspondingly, the context’s
knowledge is augmented with the information sent by the process. Dually, rule (input)
assumes that the context performs an output action synchronizing with the input of
the process. The message sent by the context must be deducible from the context’s
knowledgeφ, otherwise the corresponding transition is impossible. The remaining
rules, (tau) and (low), state that the internal actions of the protocol, and the low actions
do not contribute to the knowledge of the context in any way.

In the rest of the presentation, we refer to the transition rules in Fig. 3 collectively
as theenriched LTS(ELTS, for short). The notation for weak action and sequence of
actions extends directly to configurations. In particular, we writeφ B P

a=⇒ φ′ B P′ to
denote the sequence of transitionsφ B P ( τ−→)∗ φ B P1

a−→ φ′ B P2 ( τ−→)∗ φ′ B P′,
where, as expected,φ = φ′ if

a−→ is an input, low or silent action. Furthermore, let
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γ = a1 . . .an ∈ L∗ be a sequence of (non silent) actions; thenφ B P
γ

=⇒ φ′ B P′

if there areP1,P2, . . . ,Pn−1 ∈ P andφ1,φ2, . . . ,φn−1 states such thatφ B P
a1=⇒ φ1 B

P1
a2=⇒ . . .

an−1=⇒ φn−1 B Pn−1
an=⇒ φ′ B P′. The notationφ B P

â=⇒ φ′ B P′ stands for
φ B P

a=⇒ φ′ B P′ if a∈ L and forφ B P ( τ−→)∗ φ′ B P′ if a = τ, as usual.
The notions of traces, trace equivalence and weak bisimilarity for configurations

arise as expected:

Definition 3.1 (Trace Equivalence over configurations).

• T(φ B P) = {γ ∈ L∗ | ∃φ′,P′ : φ B P
γ

=⇒ φ′ B P′} is the set oftracesassociated
with the configurationφ B P.

• Two configurations aretrace equivalent, denoted byφP B P 'c φQ B Q, iff
T(φP B P) = T(φQ B Q).

Definition 3.2 (Weak Bisimilarity over configurations). A binary relationR over
configurations is a weak bisimulation if, whenever(φP B P,φQ B Q) ∈ R , one has, for
all a∈ Act:

• if φP B P
a−→ φP′ B P′, then there exists a configurationφQ′ B Q′ such that

φQ B Q
â=⇒ φQ′ B Q′ and(φP′ B P′,φQ′ B Q′) ∈ R ;

• if φQ B Q
a−→ φQ′ B Q′ then there exists a configurationφP′ B P′ such thatφP B

P
â=⇒ φP′ B P′ and(φP′ B P′,φQ′ B Q′) ∈ R .

Two configurationsφP B PandφQ B Qareweakly bisimilar, writtenφP B P≈c φQ B Q,
if there exists a weak bisimulation containing the pair(φP B P,φQ B Q).

By construction,≈c is the largest weak bisimulation over configurations, and it is easy
to prove that is an equivalence relation. As for trace equivalence, we can recover an
equivalence relation on processes executing in a context with initial knowledgeφ.

3.1 Equivalences underφ
Now we may define corresponding notions of process equivalence, over processes ex-
ecuting in an environment with initial knowledgeφ.

Definition 3.3 (Trace equivalence underφ). Two processesP andQ are trace equiv-
alent underφ, notedP'φ Q, iff φ B P'c φ B P.

Below, we show that'φ is strictly coarser than': intuitively, this follows by
observing that whenever the initial contexts ofP and Q share the same knowledge,
then they evolve in the same way: the execution of any trace leads to contexts again
equal. We first prove two useful simple lemmas. The first relates transitions and weak
transitions over configurations, the second relate process transitions and configuration
transitions.
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Lemma 3.4. Assumeφ B P
a−→ φ′ B P′. If φ B P

a=⇒ φ′′ B P′′ for some P′′ then
φ′ = φ′′.

Proof. The proof follows from the fact thatφ B P( τ−→)∗φ′ B P′ impliesφ = φ′, i.e. the
knowledge component of configurations is invariant throughτ-transitions. This follows
directly by an inspection of the (tau) rule in Fig. 3 and by induction on the length of
the derivationφ B P( τ−→)∗φ′ B P′.

Lemma 3.5. Assumeφ B P
a=⇒ φ′ B P′ and Q

a=⇒ Q′. Then alsoφ B Q
a=⇒ φ′ B

Q′.

Proof. First observe thatφ B P
a−→ φ′ B P′ andQ

a−→ Q′ imply φ B Q
a−→ φ′ B Q′.

This follows by a case analysis on the possible shapes ofa, and an inspection of the
transition rules in Fig. 3. Then the proof follows by Lemma 3.4.

Proposition 3.6. If P'Q then P'φ Q.

Proof. Let γ∈T(φ B P). By definition there existφ′ andP′ such thatφ B P
γ

=⇒ φ′ B P′.

An inspection of the transition rules in Fig. 3 shows thatP
γ

=⇒ P′, henceγ ∈ T(P). By

the hypothesisP'Q, we know thatγ ∈ T(Q). Thus,Q
γ

=⇒Q′ for someQ′. We prove,

by induction on the length ofγ, thatφ B Q
γ

=⇒ φ′ B Q′ holds, i.e.,γ ∈ T(φ B Q).

• Base. If γ is the empty trace then the proof is trivial.

• Induction step.Let γ be a non-empty trace of the formγ′a. Then there exist

P′′,Q′′ andφ′′ such thatφ B P
γ′

=⇒ φ′′ B P′′
a=⇒ φ′ B P′, and alsoP

γ′
=⇒P′′

a=⇒P′

andQ
γ′

=⇒ Q′′ a=⇒ Q′. By the induction hypothesis, we know thatφ B Q
γ′

=⇒
φ′′ B Q′′. To conclude, we need to show thatφ′′ B Q′′ a=⇒ φ′ B Q′, which follows
by Lemma 3.5 from fromQ′′ a=⇒Q′ andφ′′ B P′′

a=⇒ φ′ B P′.

This shows thatT(φ B P)⊆ T(φ B Q). TheT(φ B P)⊇ T(φ B Q) inclusion is proved
exactly in the same way.

To see that'φ is strictly coarser than', considerP
de f
= l1.h(x).[x = k]l2.0 andQ

de f
=

l1.h(x).0, and observe thatP 'φ Q for all φ such thatφ 6` k. In fact, the only tran-
sition from φ B P is to the configurationφ B h(x).[x = k]l2.0. Now, sinceφ 6` k, all
further transitions from the latter configurations lead to new configurations of the form
φ B [m= k]l2.0 with m 6= k, which are deadlocked. Exactly the same transitions are
available fromφ B Q. On the other hand, if we disregard the initial knowledgeφ,
l1.h(k).l2 a trace inT(P), which is not part ofT(Q).

Next, we introduce a knowledge dependent notion of labelled bisimilarity. The
construction mimics the construction of'φ from'.

Definition 3.7 (Weak bisimilarity under φ). Two processesP andQ areweaklyφ-
bisimilar, notedP≈φ Q, if φ B P≈c φ B Q.

Proposition 3.8. If P≈Q then P≈φ Q.
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Proof. It is sufficient to show that

R = {(φ B P, φ B Q) | P≈Q andφ is a set of messages}

is a weak bisimulation over configurations. Take(φ B P, φ B Q) ∈ R and letφ B
P

a−→ φ′ B P′. ThenP
a−→ P′. SinceP≈ Q, we know that there existsQ′ such that

Q
â=⇒Q′ andP′≈Q′. Then, by Lemma 3.5, we haveφ B Q

â=⇒ φ′ B Q′, which implies
(φ′ B P′, φ′ B Q′) ∈ R as desired.

For future reference, we note that for any processP which executes only low or
internal actions, each ELTS ofP coincides (up to isomorphism) with the unique LTS
of P itself. Let thenPL = {P | T(P) ⊆ L∗} be the class of processes that only exhibit
low or internal actions.

Proposition 3.9. If P ∈ PL then T(P) = T(φ B P) for all φ.

As a consequence, the relations' and'φ, and similarly the relations≈ and≈φ, coin-
cide for the class of processes which only execute low or internal actions.

Proposition 3.10. Let P,Q∈ PL. For all φ, P'Q iff P'φ Q and P≈Q iff P≈φ Q.

4 Non-Interference Proof Techniques

We show that the new definitions of behavioral equivalence may be used to construct
effective proof methods for various security properties within the general schema pro-
posed in [14, 16]. In particular, we show that making our equivalences dependent on
the initial knowledge of the attacker provides us with security characterizations that are
stated independently from the attacker itself.

We noteP φ
H the (infinite) set of high-level processes build around messages that

are deducible fromφ. P φ
H represents the set of all possible attackers, which have only

access to the public (high) channel names, and whose output messages may be formed
starting from the initial dataφ.

4.1 A characterization ofNDCφ

The first property we study, known as NDC, results from instantiating≈NI in (2) (see
the introduction) to the trace equivalence relation'. As discussed in [14, 16], NDC
is a generalization of the classical idea of Non-Interference to non-deterministic sys-
tems. Property NDC can readily be extended to account for the context’s knowledge as
suggested in [16], namely:

Definition 4.1 (NDCφ). P∈ NDCφ if P\H ' (P||Π)\H, ∀ Π ∈ P φ
H .

A processP is NDCφ if for every high-level processΠ with initial knowledgeφ a
low-level user cannot distinguishP from (P||Π), i.e., if Π cannot interfere with the
low-level execution of the processP.
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Focardiet al. in [16] show that whenφ is finite it is possible to find a most general
intruderTopφ so that verifyingNDCφ reduces to checkingP\H ' (P||Topφ)\H. Here
we provide an alternative1, quantification-free characterization ofNDCφ. This is based
on the following notion of trace equivalence over configurations “up to high-level ac-
tions”.

Definition 4.2 (Trace equivalence underφ up to H).

• T(φ B P)/H = {γ′ ∈ L∗ | ∃φ′,P′ : φ B P
γ

=⇒ φ′ B P′ andγ′ is obtained fromγ by
deleting all high-level actions}.

• Two configurationsφP B P andφQ B Q aretrace equivalent up to H, denoted by
φP B P'c

/H φQ B Q, if T(φP B P)/H = T(φQ B Q)/H.

We then define a corresponding notion of process equivalence, for processes executing
in an environment with initial knowledgeφ. P andQ are trace equivalent underφ up to
H, notedP'φ

/H Q, if φ B P'c
/H φ B Q.

Theorem 4.3 (NDCφ). P∈ NDCφ if and only if P\H 'φ
/H P.

Proof. We first prove that, for allφ,

T((P||Π)\H) = T(φ B P)/H, ∀Π ∈ P φ
H iff T(P\H) = T(φ B P)/H (3)

(⇒) If T((P||Π)\H) = T(φ B P)/H for all Π∈ P φ
H , this holds in particular forΠ = 0;

hence, sinceT((P||0)\H) = T(P\H), we obtain thatT(P\H) = T(φ B P)/H.

(⇐) AssumeT(P\H) = T(φ B P)/H for all Π∈ P φ
H . SinceT(P\H)⊆ T((P||Π)\H)

for all suchΠ (see [13]), we obtain thatT(φ B P)/H ⊆ T((P||Π)\H). For the reverse
inclusion, we show thatT((P||Π) \H) ⊆ T(φ B P) for all φ, and allΠ ∈ P φ

H . Let

γ ∈ T((P||Π)\H). Then there existP′, Π′ such that(P||Π)\H
γ

=⇒ (P′||Π′)\H. The
proof is by induction on the lengthl of the derivation from(P||Π)\H to (P′||Π′)\H.

Base. If l = 0 we are done, forγ is the empty trace.

Induction step.Let l > 0. Then there existP′′,Π′′, a∈ Act andγ′ ∈ L∗ such that

(P||Π) \H
a−→ (P′′||Π′′) \H

γ′
=⇒ (P′||Π′) \H, and withΠ′′ ∈ P φ′′

H for an appropriate
φ′′. By the induction hypothesis we know thatγ′ ∈ T(φ′′ B P′′). To conclude, we need
to show thatφ B P

a−→ φ′′ B P′′. The proof is by a case analysis on the shape of the
transition(P||Π)\H

a−→ (P′′||Π′′)\H. An inspection of the transition rules in Fig. 2
shows thata may only be a low action or the silent actionτ. We analyze these two
cases below.

If a is a low action, sinceΠ is a high-level process, it must be the case thatP
a−→P′′

and thatΠ′′ = Π. Hence in particularΠ′′ ∈ P φ. Now, by rule (low) in Fig. 3 we derive
φ B P

a−→ φ B P′′ as desired.
If insteada = τ we have four possible subcases.

• P
τ−→ P′′ andP = Π′′. ThenP′′ ∈ P φ

H , and an inspection of the transition rules

shows thatφ B P
τ−→ φ B P′′.

11



• Π τ−→ Π′′ andP = P′′. Again, Π′′ ∈ Eφ
H , and we conclude becauseφ B P =⇒

φ B P.

• P
c(m)−→ P′′ andΠ cm−→Π′′. AgainΠ′′ ∈ P φ

H , with m∈ φ by definition (formoccurs

in Π which is a process inP φ
H ). Hence, in particular,φ ` m, and then from

P
c(m)−→ P′′ we deriveφ B P

c(m)−→ φ B P′′ by rule (input) in Fig. 3.

• P
cm−→ P′′ andΠ

c(m)−→ Π′′. HereΠ′′ ∈ P φ′′
H with φ′′ = φ∪{m}. Moreover, from

P
cm−→ P′′ one derivesφ B P

cm−→ φ′′ B P′′ by (output) in Fig. 3.

From(3) we obtain that, for allφ

T((P||Π)\H) = T(φ B P)/H, ∀Π∈P φ
H iff T((P||Π)\H) = T(P\H), ∀Π∈P φ

H (4)

Hence, from(3) and(4), it follows that

T((P||Π)\H) = T(P\H), ∀Π ∈ P φ
H iff T(P\H) = T(φ B P)/H, ∀Π ∈ P φ

H (5)

In other words,P ∈ NDCφ iff T(P\H) = T(φ B P)/H, ∀Π ∈ P φ
H . By Proposition

3.9 above, sinceT(P\H)⊆ L∗, T(P\H) = T(φ B P\H) = T(φ B P\H)/H. Hence
P∈ NDCφ iff T(φ B P\H)/H = T(φ B P)/H, i.e,P∈ NDCφ iff P\H 'φ

/H P.

4.2 A characterization ofBNDCφ

A second, more interesting, application of our approach is in characterizing theBNDCφ

property [14, 16], which results from instantiating(2) in the introduction with the
equivalence≈ as shown below. Again, the definition is due to [16].

Definition 4.4 (BNDCφ). P∈ BNDCφ if P\H ≈ (P||Π)\H, ∀Π ∈ P φ
H .

As for NDCφ, the definition falls short of being effective due to the universal quan-
tification overΠ. Here, however, the problem may not be circumvented by resorting
to a hardest attacker, as the latter does not exist, being there no (known) preorder on
processes corresponding to weak bisimilarity.

What we propose here is a partial solution that relies on providing a coinductive
(and quantification free) characterization of a sound approximation ofBNDCφ, based
on the followingpersistentversion ofBNDCφ. We writeP

∗=⇒ P′ (respectivelyφ B
P

∗=⇒ φ′ B P′) to state thatP′ (φ′ B P′) is reachable fromP (φ B P) by means of a
sequence of transitions, irrespective of the trace involved in the sequence.

Definition 4.5 (P BNDCφ). P∈ P BNDCφ if P′ ∈ BNDCφ′ wheneverφ B P
∗=⇒ φ′ B

P′. In particular,P∈ P BNDCφ if P′ ∈ P BNDCφ′ , for all φ′ B P′ reachable fromφ B
P.

1An analogous result has been recently presented by Gorrieriet al. in [18] for a timed extension of
CryptoSPA. We discuss the relationships between our and their result in Section 6.
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P BNDCφ is the context-sensitive version of theP BNDC property studied in [17].
Following the technique in [17], one can show thatP BNDCφ is a sound approximation
of BNDCφ which admits elegant quantification-free characterizations. Specifically, like
P BNDC, P BNDCφ can be characterized both in terms of a suitable weak bisimulation
relation “up to high-level actions”, noted≈φ

/H , and in terms of unwinding conditions,
as discussed next. We first need the following definition:

Definition 4.6. Let a∈ Act. The transition relation
â=⇒/H is defined as follows:

â=⇒/H =

{
â=⇒ if a 6∈ H
a=⇒ or

τ̂=⇒ if a∈ H

The transition relation
â=⇒/H is defined as

â=⇒, except that it treatsH-level actions
as silent actions. Now, weak bisimulations up toH over configurations are defined
as weak bisimulations over configurations except that they allow a high action to be
matched by zero or more high actions. Formally:

• A binary relationR over configurations is aweak bisimulation up to Hif when-
ever(φP B P,φQ B Q) ∈ R one has, for alla∈ Act,

– if φP B P
a−→ φP′ B P′, then there exists a configurationφQ′ B Q′ such that

φQ B Q
â=⇒/H φQ′ B Q′ and(φP′ B P′,φQ′ B Q′) ∈ R ;

– if φQ B Q
a−→ φQ′ B Q′, then there exists a configurationφP′ B P′ such that

φP B P
â=⇒/H φP′ B P′ and(φP′ B P′,φQ′ B Q′) ∈ R .

• Two configurationsφP B P andφQ B Q areweakly bisimilar up to H, denoted
by φP B P≈c

/H φQ B Q, if there exists a weak bisimulation up toH containing
the pair(φP B P,φQ B Q).

The relation≈c
/H may equivalently be defined as follows:

≈c
/H=

⋃
{R | R is a weak bisimulation up toH over configurations}.

Also, it is easy to prove that

• relation≈c
/H is the largest weak bisimulation up toH over configurations

• relation≈c
/H is an equivalence relation.

Finally, as for previous relations over configurations, we can recover an associated
relation over processes in a context with initial knowledgeφ.

Definition 4.7 (Weak bisimilarity under φ and H). P≈φ
/H Q iff φ B P≈c

/H φ B Q.
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Now we can state and prove the two characterizations ofP BNDCφ. The former
characterization is expressed in terms of≈ φ

/H (with no quantification on the reach-
able states and on the high-level malicious processes). We first prove the following
following lemma.

Lemma 4.8. Let P∈ P such that P\H ≈ φ
/H P. If φ B P

∗=⇒ φ′ B P′, then there exists

P′′ such that P\H
∗=⇒ P′′ \H and P′′ \H ≈ φ′

/H P′.

Proof. Let P\H ≈ φ
/H P and assumeφ B P

∗=⇒ φ′ B P′ with a sequence ofl steps

(notedφ B P
∗=⇒l φ′ B P′). The proof follows by induction onl .

• Base(l = 0) In this case we can chooseP′′ \H equal toP\H; thenphi′ B P′ =
φ B P andP′′ \H = P\H and we know thatP\H ≈ φ

/H P.

• Inductive step(l > 0) Assumeφ B P
∗=⇒l−1 ψ B Q

a−→ φ′ B P′. By the induction
hypothesis, we findQ′ with P\H

∗=⇒Q′ \H andQ′ \H ≈ ψ
/H Q. We proceed by

a case analysis on the possible shape ofa.

– a 6∈ H. FromQ′ \H ≈c ψ
/H Q andψ B Q

a−→ φ′ B P′ we know that there

existsP′′ such thatψ B Q′ \H
â−→ ψ′ B P′′ \H andψ′ B P′′ \H ≈c

/H φ′ B

P′. In addition, sincea 6∈ H, clearlyψ = φ′ = ψ′ and thusP′′ \H ≈ φ′
/H P′.

– a = c(m) ∈H. Thenψ `mandψ = φ′. From FromQ′ \H ≈ ψ
/H Q, and the

observation that andQ′ \H does not perform high-level actions, we findP′′

andψ′ such thatψ B Q′ \H
τ̂=⇒ψ′ B P′′ \H andψ′ B P′′ \H ≈c

/H φ′ B P′.
Furthermore, since the knowledge component of configurations is invariant
throughτ, we have,ψ = ψ′ in the last weak transition, which impliesψ′ =
φ′. ThusP′′ \H ≈ φ′

/H P′ as desired.

– a= cm∈H. Thenφ′ = ψ∪{m} and the reasoning is similar to the previous
case. In fact, fromQ′ \H ≈ ψ

/H Q and the fact thatQ′ \H does not perform

high-level actions, there existP′′ andψ′ such thatψ B Q′ \H
τ̂=⇒ ψ′ B

P′′ \H and ψ′ B P′′ \H ≈c
/H φ′ B P′. Again, ψ = ψ′ in the last weak

transition, and sinceP′′ \H does not perform any high-level action,ψ′ B

P′′ \H ≈c
/H φ′ B P′′ \H and thusP′′ \H ≈ φ′

/H P′.

Theorem 4.9 (PBNDCφ 1). P∈ P BNDCφ if and only if P\H ≈ φ
/H P.

Proof. (⇒) We first show thatP∈ P BNDCφ impliesP\H ≈ φ
/H P. To this end it is

sufficient to prove that

R = {(φ B P1\H, φ B P2) | P1\H ≈ P2\H, P2 ∈ P BNDCφ

andφ is a set of messages}
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is a weak bisimulation up toH over configurations.
This follows from the following cases. Let(φ B P1\H, φ B P2) ∈ R .

• φ B P1 \H
a−→ φ′ B P′1 \H with a 6∈ H. Hence,P1 \H

a−→ P′1 \H. By the

hypothesis thatP1 \H ≈ P2 \H there existsP′2 such thatP2 \H
â=⇒ P′2 \H and

P′1 \H ≈ P′2 \H. Hence, since both internal and low actions do not depend on

the context’s knowledge,φ = φ′ andφ B P2
â=⇒ φ′ B P′2, i.e.,φ B P2

â=⇒/H φ′ B
P′2. Moreover, sinceP2 ∈ P BNDCφ it holds thatP′2 ∈ P BNDCφ′ , and thus, by
definition ofR , (φ′ B P′1\H,φ′ B P′2) ∈ R .

• φ B P2
a−→ φ′ B P′2 with a 6∈H. Hence,P2\H

a−→ P′2\H. SinceP1\H ≈ P2\H,

there existsP′1 such thatP1 \H
â=⇒ P′1 \H andP′1 \H ≈ P′2 \H. Hence, since

both internal and low actions do not depend on the context’s knowledge,φ = φ′

andφ B P1 \H
â=⇒ φ′ B P′1 \H, i.e., φ B P1 \H

â=⇒/H φ′ B P′1 \H. Moreover,

sinceP2 ∈ P BNDCφ it holds thatP′2 ∈ P BNDCφ′ , and thus, by definition ofR ,
(φ′ B P′1\H,φ′ B P′2) ∈ R .

• φ B P2
a−→ φ′ B P′2 with a= c(m)∈H andφ`m. SinceP2∈P BNDCφ thenP2∈

BNDCφ. LetΠ be the processcm. We have thatΠ∈P φ
H andP2\H ≈ (P2||Π)\H.

Hence,(P2||Π)\H
τ−→ P′2\H. SinceP1\H ≈ P2\H ≈ (P2||Π)\H, there exists

P′1 such thatP1\H
τ̂=⇒ P′1\H andP′1\H ≈ P′2\H. Hence, since internal actions

do not depend on the context’s knowledge,φ = φ′ andφ B P1\H
τ̂=⇒ φ′ B P′1\H,

i.e., φ B P1 \H
τ̂=⇒/H φ′ B P′1 \H. Moreover, sinceP2 ∈ P BNDCφ it holds that

P′2 ∈ P BNDCφ′ , and thus, by definition ofR , (φ′ B P′1\H,φ′ B P′2) ∈ R .

• φ B P2
a−→ φ′ B P′2 with a= cm∈H andφ′ = φ∪{m}. SinceP2∈P BNDCφ then

P2 ∈ BNDCφ. Let Π be the processc(x).0. We have thatΠ ∈ P φ
H andP2 \H ≈

(P2||Π)\H. Hence,(P2||Π)\H
τ−→P′2\H. SinceP1\H ≈P2\H ≈ (P2||Π)\H,

there existsP′1 such thatP1 \H
τ̂=⇒ P′1 \H andP′1 \H ≈ P′2 \H. Hence, since

internal actions do not depend on the context’s knowledge,φ B P1 \H
τ̂=⇒ φ′ B

P′1\H, i.e.,φ B P1\H
τ̂=⇒/H φ′ B P′1\H. Moreover, sinceP2∈P BNDCφ it holds

thatP′2 ∈ P BNDCφ′ , and thus, by definition ofR , (φ′ B P′1\H,φ′ B P′2) ∈ R .

⇐ We now show thatP\H ≈ φ
/H P implies P ∈ P BNDCφ. In order to do it we

prove that

R = {(P1\H,(P2||Π)\H) | Π ∈ P φ
H andP1\H ≈ φ

/HP2}

is a weak bisimulation. This is sufficient to say thatP ∈ P BNDCφ. In fact, by
Lemma 4.8, for everyφ′ B P′ reachable fromφ B P there existsP′′ \H reachable

from P\H such thatP′′ \H ≈ φ′
/H P′. Hence, by definition ofR , we have that for all

Π ∈ P φ′
H , (P′′ \H,(P′||Π) \H) ∈ R . SinceR is a weak bisimulation, we have that
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for all Π ∈ P φ
H , P′′ \H ≈ (P′||Π) \H and, in particular,P′′ \H ≈ P′ \H. Since≈ is

an equivalence relation, by symmetry and transitivity, we have that for everyφ′ B P′

reachable fromφ B P and for allΠ ∈ P φ′
H , P′ \H ≈ (P′||Π) \H, i.e.,P′ ∈ P BNDCφ′ .

Thus, by definition ofP BNDCφ, P∈ P BNDCφ.
The fact thatR is a weak bisimulation follows from the following cases.
Let (P1\H,(P2||Π)\H) ∈ R .

• P1\H
a−→ P′1\H with a 6∈ H. Thus,φ B P1\H

a−→ φ′ B P′1\H with φ = φ′. By

the hypothesis thatP1 \H ≈ φ
/H P2, there existP′2 andφ′′ such thatφ B P2

a=⇒
φ′′ B P′2 andφ′ B P′1 \H ≈ /H φ′′ B P′2. Since both internal and low actions do

not affect the context’s knowledge,φ = φ′ = φ′′ andP′1\H ≈ φ
/H P′2. In particular,

P2
a=⇒ P′2 and thus(P2||Π) \H

â=⇒ (P′2||Π) \H, i.e., by definition ofR , (P′1 \
H,(P′2||Π)\H) ∈ R .

• (P2||Π) \H
a−→ (P′2||Π) \H where alsoP2 \H

a−→ P′2 \H and a 6∈ H. Thus,

φ B P2
a−→ φ′ B P′2 with φ = φ′. By the hypothesis thatP1\H ≈ φ

/H P2, there exist

P′1 \H andφ′′ such thatφ B P1 \H
a=⇒ φ′′ B P′1 \H andφ′′ B P′1 \H ≈ /H φ′ B

P′2. Since both internal and low actions do not affect the context’s knowledge,

φ = φ′ = φ′′ and thusP′1 \H ≈ φ
/H P′2. Moreover, sincea 6∈ H, we have that

P1\H
â=⇒ P′1\H and, by definition ofR , (P′1\H,(P′2||Π)\H) ∈ R .

• (P2||Π) \H
τ−→ (P2||Π′) \H with Π τ−→ Π′. If Π ∈ P φ

H then alsoΠ′ ∈ P φ
H and

thus, by definition ofR , it trivially follows that (P1\H,(P2||Π′)\H) ∈ R .

• (P2||Π) \H
τ−→ (P′2||Π′) \H whereP2

c(m)−→ P′2, Π cm−→ Π′, φ ` m andc(m) ∈ H.

Thus,φ B P2
c(m)−→ φ′ B P′2 with φ = φ′. By the hypothesis thatP1 \H ≈ φ

/H P2

and the fact thatP1 \H does not perform high-level actions, there existP′1 \H

and φ′′ such thatφ B P1 \H
τ̂=⇒ φ′′ B P′1 \H and φ′′ B P′1 \H ≈ /H φ′ B P′2.

Since internal actions do not affect the context’s knowledge,φ = φ′ = φ′′ and

thusP′1 \H ≈ φ
/H P′2. Moreover,P1 \H

τ̂=⇒ P′1 \H and then, by definition ofR ,

(P′1\H,(P′2||Π)\H) ∈ R .

• (P2||Π) \H
τ−→ (P′2||Π′) \H whereP2

cm−→ P′2, Π
c(m)−→ Π′ andcm∈ H. Thus,

φ B P2
cm−→ φ′ B P′2 with φ′ = φ∪{m}. By the hypothesis thatP1\H ≈ φ

/H P2 and

the fact thatP1\H does not perform high-level actions, there existP′1\H andφ′′

such thatφ B P1\H
τ̂=⇒ φ′′ B P′1\H andφ′′ B P′1\H ≈ /H φ′ B P′2. Since internal

actions do not affect the context’s knowledge,φ = φ′′. Moreover, sinceP′1 \H
does not perform any high-level action,φ B P′1 \H ≈ /H φ′ B P′1 \H, and thus

P′1 \H ≈ φ′
/H P′2. Moreover,Π ∈ P φ′

H andP1 \H
τ̂=⇒ P′1 \H. Hence, by definition

of R , (P′1\H,(P′2||Π)\H) ∈ R .
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The second characterization ofP BNDCφ is given in terms ofunwinding conditions
which demand properties of individual actions. Unwinding conditions aim at “dis-
tilling” the local effect of performing high-level actions and are useful to define both
proof systems (see, e.g., [8]) and refinement operators that preserve security properties,
as done in [19].

Theorem 4.10 (PBNDCφ 2). P∈ P BNDCφ if and only if for all φ′ B P′ reachable

from φ B P, if φ′ B P′
h−→ ψ B Q for some h∈ H, thenφ′ B P′

τ̂=⇒ ψ′ B Q′ and
Q\H ≈Q′ \H.

Proof. ⇐ Let P be a process andφ be a set of messages such that for allφ′ B P′

reachable fromφ B P andφ′ B P′
h−→ ψ B Q with h∈ H, there existQ′ andψ′ such

thatφ′ B P′
τ̂=⇒ ψ′ B Q′ andQ\H ≈Q′ \H. Let

R = {(P′ \H,(P′||Π)\H)| Π ∈ P φ′
H andφ′ B P′ is reachable fromφ B P}.

We prove thatR is a weak bisimulation up to≈. We have to consider the following
cases.

• P′ \H
a−→Q\H with a 6∈H. Then,φ′ B P′

a−→ φ′ B Q, i.e.,φ′ B Q is reachable
from φ B P. Moreover,(P′||Π)\H

a−→ (Q||Π)\H and then, by definition ofR ,
(Q\H,(Q||Π)\H) ∈ R .

• (P′||Π) \H
a−→ (Q||Π) \H, with a 6∈ H and P′ \H

a−→ Q\H. Henceφ′ B
P′

a−→ φ′ B Q, i.e., φ′ B Q is reachable fromφ B P. Thus, by definition ofR ,
(Q\H,(Q||Π)\H) ∈ R .

• (P′||Π)\H
τ−→ (P′||Π′)\H whereΠ τ−→ Π′. SinceP′ \H

τ̂=⇒ P′ \H andΠ′ ∈
P φ′

H , by definition ofR we immediately have(P′ \H,(P′|Π′)\H) ∈ R .

• (P′||Π) \H
τ−→ (Q||Π′) \H whereP′

c(m)−→ Q, Π cm−→ Π′, φ′ ` m, c(m) ∈ H and

Π′ ∈ P φ′
H . Then,φ′ B P′

c(m)−→ φ′ B Q, i.e., φ′ B Q is reachable fromφ B P. By

hypothesis, there existQ′ and ψ′ such thatφ′ B P′
τ̂=⇒ ψ′ B Q′ andQ\H ≈

Q′ \H. Hence,P′ \H
τ̂=⇒Q′ \H andQ′ \H ≈Q\H R (Q||Π′)\H).

• (P′||Π) \H
τ−→ (Q||Π′) \H where P′

cm−→ Q, Π
c(m)−→ Π′, cm∈ H and Π′ ∈

P φ′∪{m}
H . Then,φ′ B P′

c(m)−→ φ′ ∪{m} B Q, i.e., φ′ ∪{m} B Q is reachable from

φ B P. By hypothesis, there existQ′ andψ′ such thatφ′ B P′
τ̂=⇒ ψ′ B Q′ and

Q\H ≈Q′ \H. Hence,P′ \H
τ̂=⇒Q′ \H andQ′ \H ≈Q\H R (Q||Π′)\H).

⇒ Let P beP BNDCφ. Then, for allφ′ B P′ reachable fromφ B P, P′ ∈BNDCφ′ . In

particular, for allφ′ B P′ reachable fromφ B P and for allΠ∈P φ′
H , P′\H ≈ (P′||Π)\H.

Suppose thatφ′ B P′
h−→ ψ B Q for someh∈ H. We distinguish two cases.
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• φ′ B P′
c(m)−→ ψ B Q with φ′ ` m andφ′ = ψ. Let Π = cm.0. ThenΠ ∈ P φ′

H and

(P′||Π) \H
τ−→ Q\H. By the fact thatP′ \H ≈ (P′||Π) \H for all Π ∈ P φ′

H ,

we have that there existsQ′ \H such thatP′ \H
τ̂=⇒Q′ \H andQ\H ≈Q′ \H.

Hence, in particular,φ′ B P′
τ̂=⇒ φ′ B Q′ andQ\H ≈Q′ \H.

• φ′ B P′
cm−→ ψ B Q with ψ = φ′ ∪ {m}. Let Π = c(x).0. ThenΠ ∈ P φ′

H and

(P′||Π) \H
τ−→ Q\H. By the fact thatP′ \H ≈ (P′||Π) \H for all Π ∈ P φ′

H ,

we have that there existsQ′ \H such thatP′ \H
τ̂=⇒Q′ \H andQ\H ≈Q′ \H.

Hence, in particular,φ′ B P′
τ̂=⇒ φ′ B Q′ andQ\H ≈Q′ \H.

Both the characterizations can be used for verifying cryptographic protocols. A con-
crete example of a fair exchange protocol is illustrated in the next section.

5 TheAsokan-Shoup-WaidenerFair Exchange Protocol

We illustrate the proof techniques developed in the previous section with a case study
in which we show their use in the verification of different properties of a protocol of fair
exchange. Fair exchange protocols are used extensively in applications such as online
payment systems [10] contract signing [4, 2], certified electronic mail [3, 24, 12], and
other purposes.

Our case study is a simplified version of the optimistic contract signing protocol by
Asokan, Shoup, and Waidner [2], which we shall refer to as the ASW protocol. The
ASW protocol enables two parties, namedO (originator) andR (responder), to obtain
each other’s commitment on a previously agreed contractual textM.

The protocol consists of three independent sub-protocols:Exchange, Abort and
Resolve. The parties initiates with theExchangesub-protocol which is meant to provide
for the fair exchange of the contract. The originatorO has the option to request a
trusted third partyT to stop the exchange by running theAbort sub-protocol withT.
Intuitively, an honestO might choose to do that if a response fromR is not received
after a reasonable waiting period. Finally, eitherO or R may individually request that
T resolve the exchange and issue a replacement contract: theResolvesub-protocol
is designed for that purpose. The expected property of the ASW protocol is that at
completion each party is guaranteed to end up with a valid contract or an abort token.

The original specification of the protocol uses digital signatures. Here we study a
variant, based on an asymmetric cryptosystem, described by the informal narration in
Fig. 4.
M is the contractual text on which we assume the two parties have agreed, whileKO,
KR and KT are the private keys owned byO, R, andT respectively. The protocol
description is as follows [2]:

Step 1. Ocommits to the contractual text by hashing a random numberNO, and sign-
ing a message that contains bothh(NO) andM: h(NO) is used as a public com-
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Exchange

O→ R : msg1 = {M,h(NO)}KO

R→O : msg2 = {msg1,h(NR)}KR

O→ R : msg3 = NO

R→O : msg4 = NR

Abort

O→ T : ma1 = {aborted,{M,h(NO)}KO}KO

T →O : ma2 = resolved?{msg1,msg2}KT

: aborted:= true, {aborted,ma1}KT

Resolve

O,R→ T : mr1 = (msg1,msg2)
T → R,O : mr2 = aborted?{aborted,ma1}KT

: resolved:= true, {msg1,msg2}KT

Figure 4: The ASW protocol

mitment to the secretNO, while NO is thecontract authenticator(or, the non-
repudiation token) byO: onceh(NO) is given toR, O may not change the token
NO. The inability to repudiate the tokenNO is a consequence of the (standard)
assumption that it is not computationally feasible forO to find a different number
N′

O such thath(N′
O) = h(NO).

Step 2.If R decides to give up, it simply terminates (this may happen ifR does not
receive any message within a given time limit). OtherwiseR verifies the signa-
ture ofmsg1 (by decryptingmsg1 with O′s public keyK−1

O ) and checks that the
contents is formed correctly (namely, thatM is indeed the contractual text that
was agreed upon), and replies with its own public commitmenth(NR).

Step 3.If O decides to give up, it invokesT by running theAbort protocol. Otherwise
it sends its secretNO to R.

Step 4.If Rdecides to give up, it invokesT by running theResolveprotocol. Otherwise
it sends its secretNR to O and completes

Step 5.If O decides to give up, it invokesT by running theResolveprotocol. Other-
wise it completes.

At the completion of the above steps, bothO and R should obtain a valid contract,
i.e., either a standard contract{msg1,NO,msg2,NR}, including the text and the non-
repudiation tokens, or a replacement contract{msg1,msg2}KT .

We say that the protocol guaranteesfairnessto the originatorO on messageM,
if whenever the (possibly dishonest) responderR gets evidence thatO has originated
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M (i.e.,R receivesNO), thenO itself will eventually obtain the evidence thatR has re-
ceivedM (i.e.,O receivesNR). Dually, the protocol guarantees fairness to the responder
R if the above holds with the roles ofO andRexchanged.

5.1 Analysis of theExchangesub-protocol

We start our analysis by disregarding all issues concerning time and/or the conditions
governing the decision to abort or resolve the contract, and concentrate on the exchange
sub-protocol instead. The analysis draws on a representation of the sub-protocol in
CryptoSPA. The cryptoSPA specification, in Fig. 5, defines one instance of the protocol
as the parallel composition of the originator and the responder.

O(M,NO)
def
= c msg1. c(v). checkmsg2(v). cNO. c( j). checkNR( j). done

R(M,NR)
def
= c(q). checkmsg1(q). c msg2. c(u). checkNO(u). done. cNR

P
def
= O(M,NO) || R(M,NR)

where

c msg1 ≡ [〈NO,kh〉 `encn][〈(M,n),KO〉 `enc p] c p

c msg2 ≡ [〈NR,kh〉 `enc r][〈(q, r),KR〉 `enct] ct

checkmsg2(v) ≡ [〈v,K−1
R 〉 `dec i][i ` f st p′][i `snd r ′][p′ = p]

checkNR( j) ≡ [〈 j,kh〉 `enc r ′′][r ′′ = r ′]

checkmsg1(q) ≡ [〈q,K−1
O 〉 `decs][s` f st m][s`snd n′][m= M]

checkNO(u) ≡ [〈u,kh〉 `encn′′][n′′ = n′]

Figure 5: One instance of theExchangesub-protocol in CryptoSPA

We use a high-level (hence public) channelc to circulate all messages between the
parties, and represent the application of the hash functionh by encryption under a
corresponding keykh. In addition, we include outputs on the low-level channeldone
to formalize the intended properties of the protocol: before writing ondonethe parties
validate the messages they receive against the message they expect at the corresponding
protocol step.

It is immediate to see that the exchange sub-protocol, by itself, does not provide
the intended fairness guarantees. Indeed, for the sub-protocol to befair one would at
least need to make guarantees that both parties reach the completion of the protocol.
Clearly, this is not the case, as even with no other knowledgeφ than the channelc, an
attacker can block the messages circulated onc and prevent either party to complete.

This is easily observed by noting that the processP, representing one instance of
the protocol, is notP BNDCφ for anyφ ⊇ {c}. This follows by the unwinding charac-
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terization in Theorem 4.10. To see that, take the transitionφ B P
cmsg1−→ φ∪{msg1}B P′

resulting fromO sending its first message. It is a routine check to verify that there

exists no configurationφ′′ B P′′ such thatφ B P
τ̂=⇒ φ′′ B P′′ andP′ \H ≈ P′′i \H. In

fact, on easily shows thatP′ \H ≈ 0, while P′′ \H 6≈ 0 for all P′′ and φ′′ such that

φ B P
τ̂=⇒ φ′′ B P′′.

Notice, on the other hand, that the protocol isNDCφ. This is not too surprising,
as the property we are looking at is alivenessproperty: in fact, we are requiring that
something “good” should happen, namely that both participants complete their run.
Put differently, detecting and attack to the protocol requires the ability to observe fail-
ures, something that cannot be accomplished by means of properties based on trace-
equivalence such asNDCφ.

5.2 Analysis of the complete protocol

The fact that the exchange sub-protocol does not satisfyP BNDCφ does not represent
a real attack, since the ASW protocol resolves such situations by inching the trusted
party T. Indeed, as we mentioned above, in this caseO might choose to request the
trusted third partyT to abort the exchange, leading to afair completion of the protocol.

A more faithful representation of the originator and responder is discussed below,
where we give an explicit account of the decisions to abort or resolve the protocol.
To formalize the protocol in full, we need to address two further aspects, relative to
the underlying communication model and to the way the decisions to abort/resolve are
made. According to [2]

• all decisions to abort/resolve are made non-deterministically, based on (implicit)
timeouts, by internal choices of the parties,

• no assumption should be made on the channels connectingO andR, while the
channels betweenT and the two parties may be assumed to beresilient, i.e., they
guarantee delivery within finite time bounds.

While non-deterministic choice is primitive in CryptoSPA, the presence of timeouts
and the resilience of channels do not have a direct counterpart in our calculus. We
therefore need to provide an explicit encoding. We represent timeouts by structuring
the processes so that any output on the channelc, as incm. P, may have two transitions,

namely: cm. P
cm−→ P or cm. P

τ−→ P′. The first transition is standard, modeling the
fact that the messagem is sent and eventually received (by the intended recipient or
by the intruder). The second transition models the factP may decide to timeout and
continue asP′, irrespective of the reception of the message. The resulting specification
is given in Fig. 6.

As we did earlier, we analyze one instance of the protocol given by the process
P = O(M,NO) || R(M,NR). Notice that although we disregardT in our analysis, pro-
cessP is a sound abstraction of (an instance of) a complete protocol, includingT. In
fact, given the assumption that the channel between the parties andT is resilient, we
may simply assume that all messages sent toT will reach their destination. In Fig.
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O(M,NO)
def
= τ. abort +

c msg1. ( τ. abort +

c(v). checkmsg2(v).( τ. done(resolve) +

cNO. ( τ. done(resolve) +

c( j).checkNR( j). done(v, j) ) )

R(M,NR)
def
= τ +

c(q). checkmsg1(q).( τ. done(resolve) +

c msg2. ( τ. done(resolve) +

c(u).checkNO(u). done(q,u). cNR ) ) )
; τ. R(M,NR)

P
def
= O(M,NO) || R(M,NR)

Figure 6: An instance of theexchangesub-protocol, with abort/resolve

6 these exchanges are represented by the low-level outputsabort anddone(resolve),
with the latter giving an abstract representation of the completion of the protocol with
the replacement contract. Similarly, the outputsdone(v, j) anddone(q,u) give and ab-
stract signal of the successful completion of the protocol with the participants having
obtained a standard contract.

5.2.1 Honest participants.

We first assume that both parties are honest, i.e., they behave according to the specifica-
tion and willing to complete the exchange. This corresponds to analyzing protocol runs
starting withφ = {c, K−1

0 ,K−1
R }, i.e. in a context with access toc and only informed

on the public keys of the participants (being given no access to the participants private
keys, the context may not simulate the behavior of a dishonest principal). Given this
assumption, we can simplify the protocol by disregarding the messages output ondone
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as shown below:

O(M,NO)
def
= τ. abort +

c msg1. ( τ. abort +
c(v). checkmsg2(v). ( τ. done+

cNO. ( τ. done+
c( j).checkNR( j). done) )

R(M,NR)
def
= τ +

c(q). checkmsg1(q). ( τ. done+
c msg2. ( τ. done+

c(u).checkNO(u). done. cNR ) ) )
; τ. R(M,NR)

To motivate, notice that in this case the intruder may not forge a valid contract (for it
does not the private keys of the participants), and hence, all components of a standard
contract are guaranteed to originate from the parties. Thus, for the purpose of fairness,
we only need to make sure that the protocol either aborts, or completes with both parties
receiving a valid contract (either standard or replacement): in particular, in the latter
case, both parties are guaranteed to receive the same contract.

Based on the simplified specification, we may say that the protocol is fair if it
exhibits either a singleabort, or two done’s. In fact, it is not difficult to see that
P\H, the secure specification, is (weakly) bisimilar toτ. abort + τ. done. done.
Thus, to verify the correctness of the protocol we need to show that(P||Π) \H ≈
τ. abort + τ. done. done for all Π ∈ P φ

H , i.e., thatP is P BNDCφ. By our charac-
terizations, this can be accomplished by either exhibiting a bisimulation to show that
P≈φ

/H τ. abort + τ. done. done, or by checking that the unwinding conditions in The-

orem 4.10 are verified. As it turns out,P is indeedP BNDCφ, which confirms the
correctness theorem in [2].

5.2.2 Dishonest participants.

We conclude with an analysis in the case that one of the participants is corrupt. Clearly,
fairness for the corrupt party cannot be guaranteed in this case. For instance, if the
intruder is able to sign messages withO’s private key, it is then able to impersonateO
in any exchange and convinceR thatO has committed to a contract. The real question
is whether sharing its private key with the intruder allows the corrupt participant to
gain an unfair advantage over the other party. Below, we study the case in which the
dishonest party is the responderR.

A dishonest responder may be represented by assuming thatR leaked its secretes
(key and contract authenticator) to the intruder. In our framework, this corresponds
to assuming thatφ includes such bits of information relative toR. An analysis of the
processes in Fig. 6 shows thatP is not BNDCφ for any suchφ. To see that, take the
trace

γ = done(msg1,NO) done(msg′2,N
′
R)
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with msg′2 6= msg2 andN′
R 6= NR, and note thatγ 6∈ T(P\H) while γ ∈ T(φ B P)/H,

which imply thatP\H 6'φ
/H P.

Interestingly, the traceγ represents the same attack to the protocol as the ony dis-
covered with Murϕ in [23]. In this attack, the intruder, which knowsR’s private key,
computes a different messagemsg′2 in response toO’s initial messagemsg1 using a
different nonceN′

R and sends it out. Then,O obtains the contract{msg1,NO,msg′2,N
′
R}

while Rhas the valid contract{msg1,NO,msg2,NR} which is inconsistent with the one
obtained byO. Clearly, this is a problem, since each party possesses a valid contract,
but the two contracts are inconsistent. Even though the contractual texts in the two
contracts are the same, the secrets and the public commitments are different, and it is
unclear how the contracts should be enforced or interpreted, given that both are valid
according to the protocol specification. As noted in [23], the original paper [2] does
not say anything about how this situation should be handled.

6 Conclusions and Related Work

We have studied context-sensitive properties of Non-Interference, and we have given
powerful, quantification-free, characterizations of such properties. Our characteriza-
tions apply uniformly to trace and bisimulation-based notions of Non-Interference, and
provide effective proof techniques for the analysis of security protocols. We have illus-
trated such techniques with the analysis of a non-trivial protocol of fair exchange.

Failure-sensitive properties, such as fairness, have been addressed by other authors.
In particular, in [22], Schneider develops a formal analysis of a non-repudiation pro-
tocol expressed as a process of CSP [21] whose fairness properties are formalized in
terms of the process’ refusals set. Thus, in that case, the analysis is based on failure se-
mantics. Linear-time, failure-sensitive equivalences such asmusttest would have been
appropriate for the analysis of the protocol we have studied here. On the other hand,
must-test equivalences are notoriously difficult to deal with, and implied by bisimula-
tion equivalences such as the ones we have investigated.

Other papers in the literature have investigated knowledge-sensitive characteriza-
tions of behavioral equivalence and applied them to the verification of cryptographic
protocols. We briefly discuss the approaches closest to ours below.

In a recent paper Gorrieriet al. [18] prove results related to ours, for a real-time
extension of CryptoSPA. In particular, they prove an equivalent of Theorem 4.3: how-
ever, while the results are equivalent, the underlying proof techniques are not. More
precisely, instead of using context-sensitive LTS’s, [18] introduces a special hiding
operator/φ and proves that

P∈ NDCφ if and only if P\H ' P/φH (6)

IndeedT(P/φH) coincides withT(φ B P)/H and thus (6) is simply a different way
to write our Theorem 4.3. However, the approach of [18] is still restricted to the class
of observation equivalences that are behavioral preorders on processes and thus it does
not extend to bisimulations.
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As we pointed out since the outset, our approach is inspired by the work by Bore-
aleet al. [6] on characterizing may test and barbed congruence in the spi calculus by
means of trace and bisimulation equivalences built on top of context-sensitive LTS’s.
Based on the same technique, symbolic semantics and compositional proofs have been
recently studied in [5, 7], to provide effective tools for the verification of cryptographic
protocols. Such methods could be exploited to allow a finitary representaton of the
context-sensitive labelled transition systems we have studied in the present paper. Fu-
ture plans include work in that direction.
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